Bruder Volvo A60H Conversion
First the model must be disassembled.
Begin by splitting the front cab, and thus freeing it from the rear chassis.
Remove the dumpbed from the rear chassis.
Cut the axles free from the plastic.
Wheels must be removed from the axles, this can be done by fastening the axles in a vice or similar,
and prying the wheels off.
Once the wheels are free, the inside material must be removed.
A 6mm hole should be drilled through the center of the wheel. - se photos in the wheel section.
Rear Chassis
Clean up, file and testfit parts, before assembly.
Front and rear parts of the chassis must be bolted/screwed together. Use one large bolt/screw and
two smaller ones. Welding the seam with a soldering iron will help strenghtening it, and cover the
small screws.

Motors are inserted into the axles, and screwed in place. Its easyest to solder the wires before
attaching the axles. Make sure the holes are correct for your motor, and widen if nescessary.
Remove stickers, lube motors, and try to allign with mounting holes before pushing all the way in.
fix with short 3mm screws.

Premeassure and cut the threaded rod for the axle and cut the spacer bushing to fit.

Put the axles in place, and insert the spacer bushing and rod with nuts. It must be tight enough to
hold the shape under weight, but loose enough for the axles to move freely.
Add the motor caps before soldering the other end of the wiring to the esc, using a drop of hotglue
or similar non permanent fixing.

Insert the swivel into the space in the front end of the chassis, and screw the locking piece in place.
Depending on your choise for dumpbed lift, you may want to attach the motor mounts using the
same screws. Remember to predrill holes, and or heat the screws depending on what you are using.
Check to make sure that the swivel rotates freely before final assembly.

Front Chassis
Premeasure using the front axle for meassurement, and cut out the slot for it. Take your time and try
to avoid cutting out more than nescessary.

Solder and mount motors and servo before fixing the front axle into place, using bolts or screws.

Cut the swivel attachment area of the cab flat, and drill the hole for your chosen bolt.

Open up the hole between the cab halves to fit your steering rods, and wiring.

Wheels
Cut away the inside of the bruder wheels, and drill a 6mm hole through the center.
Heat the m6 bolt (heatgun/soldering iron) and melt it into the inside of the rim, just deep enough to
alow the hub to sit flat on top.

If you want, you can replace the wheels using a hexmotor coupling and 1.9 crawler wheels and
tires.

There are two versions of the hub, one with space for a square nut, and one without(requires the m3
screw to be heated and threaded into the plastic)

The center hole may need to be widened or “heatfitted”, depending on your print and motor axle
size.
Fix the hubs to the motors, screw the rims onto the hubs, and bolt the bruder wheel on the outside.

Dumpbed
The dumpbed is fixed to the rear chassis, using the “rear hinge plate”, and m6 screws/bolts.
Rear hinge plate must be screwed into the rear of the chassis. Predrill and preheat screws. Welding
together the parts afterwards with a soldering iron wil make them even stronger.

Actuators
You must buy or construct your own actuators.
Our design uses 370 gear motors, and there are several options on how to construct and mount
them.

Most brass t8 8x2 nuts will fit tight into a piece of 10/12mm copper or aluminium tubing, and can
be glued or fixed with a screw if nescessary.
Start off with 2x 150mm lengts of tubing and rods, and trim the length depending on your choise of
coupler, and placement of motors. Rod ends can be grinded down to fit a smaller diameter coupler if
nescessary.

